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The Pilot Campaign
Success Story

Simple actions matter in Ottawa!
One Change began in Ottawa with our
flagship campaign, Project Porchlight.

Since then, we’ve really taken off!

2,527,152

We recruited

200 volunteers and
distributed 225,000 free
compact fluorescent
light (CFL) bulbs
throughout Ottawa.

free CFL bulbs

11,500+
volunteers

delivered in

900+

North American
communities

$108,111,563
in energy costs saved

468,755
tonnes of
greenhouse gas
emissions cut

“Like the bulb is to the house, the tire gauge is to the
car—a simple, universal first action that people can take
that can convert their own self-perception about the
importance of fuel efficiency and lead them to maybe
consider doing other things.”
—The Ottawa Citizen, August 17, 2009

The bulb was just the start …

The Pilot Campaign Success Story

“An under-inflated tire is harder to move on the road,
therefore it takes more energy, it takes more gas to create
the energy, and it’s just a spiral effect. Every driver will
save at least $60 a year just by checking tire pressure.”
—580 CFRA News Talk Radio, August 17, 2009
This summer, One Change: Fuel supplied
Ottawa drivers with a way to start to:

Save

over
$600 million
on fuel

$

$

Cut

1.4 million
tonnes of CO2

Prevent
traffic
accidents

$

In 6 weeks, 100 volunteers distributed 13,000 free fuel-saving digital tire gauges
to Ottawa drivers via door-to-door delivery, at fuel-efficiency training clinics at Canadian Tire stores, and at community
events across the region!

21% of volunteers also delivered for Project Porchlight in 2005
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The world is watching One Change
Earned Media

Paid advertising

Combined

Generated about $40,000 in free publicity
for our sponsors

Generated 3 times the exposure value than
what it cost (value = more than $61,000;
cost = approx. $20,000)

Reached an audience of over 2.2 million
people (Ottawa population =
approx. 1.5 million)

Reached an audience of nearly 12.3 million
people, and included radio, print, online
(incl. Facebook), transit, and pedestrian ads

Earned and paid media
reached an audience of
nearly 15 million people
and was valued at
$100,000 (cost = approx.
$20,000)

“This is an enormous environmental campaign to reduce
fuel consumption that relies on the very simple action
required of each of us: keep your tires inflated properly...
This notion of taking stock of a problem, and identifying
a simple action that can be taken to directly address
the problem is the foundation of all meaningful social
movements.”
—Social Delta Blog: Marketing for a Better World, September 3, 2009
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“I certainly do think we have more people come in because
[One Change] was on-site. It’s also created a really positive
buzz. People are excited about learning about the initiative,
and getting the tire gauges… The energy carried out into
the store.”
—Ian MacIver, Canadian Tire Store Manager (Kanata–Campeau Drive)

One Change sponsors get noticed
Since our Pilot campaign:

14%

more customers
believe Canadian
Tire is a reliable
source of
information
about vehicle fuel
consumption
(50% vs. 36%)

35%

said they are
more likely to
shop at Canadian
Tire because of its
association with
the One Change
Fuel campaign

76%

felt Canadian Tire’s participation
demonstrated social responsibility
and commitment to
the environment
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Driving into 2010
Our Pilot campaign proves that One Change can:

a
a
a
a

access existing networks
attract attention
create positive impacts for sponsors
deliver simple actions to drivers

“As the country’s leading
automotive retailer, Canadian
Tire is focused on providing
customers with innovative
automotive products that will
help them save money and
help the environment. One
Change: Fuel is a natural fit
for us and we are pleased
to lend our support to this
worthwhile program.”
—Tony Kuczynski, Canadian Tire
Vice President (Automotive)
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“This is an exciting campaign that will change the way
Ottawa residents look at driving. One Change has already
proven that simple actions have a huge impact on our
environment. I am so proud that they are continuing to
work with the community, engaging residents to find simple
and easy everyday actions that make our world a cleaner,
greener place.”
— Yasir Naqvi, MPP (Ottawa Centre) on behalf of The Ontario Trillium Foundation

Imagine the potential of a province-wide—even a nation-wide—One Change: Fuel campaign
carrying your name as the enlightened sponsor.

Simple actions matter.™
Contact: Christopher Kelly, Development Coordinator
chris@onechange.org (613) 232-5892, ext. 213

Visit onechange.org/fuel for more great stories,
media coverage and information.
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One Change empowers people
to believe that simple actions matter,
and to make smart choices that
protect the environment.

onechange.org/fuel

